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SERIOUS 
about compliance

Our basic philosophy is that the products we sell are to be manufactured in a responsible 

manner, and have to meet the applicable national regulatory requirements in the 

markets. Our global approach allows identifying sustainability issues early in the product 

development phase and to ensure that requirements are addressed with appropriate 

sourcing and compliance strategies. The approach to product innovation is based on 

progressively strict criteria for product development. 

We make a strong contribution to monitor product compliance throughout the 

product life cycle in order to ensure that our customers get products meeting the 

high expectations and transparency requirements in the European markets. Product 

compliance is assured through a comprehensive Product Due Diligence procedure. 

Using a digitized flow-chart, compliance with up-to-date regulations 

related to all steps of the product life cycle is checked as part of the 

process. All products undergo a risk and regulatory review by 

our product compliance team prior to launch, and are subject 

to on-going review after launch. Processes are in place to 

monitor compliance with our Restricted Substance List, which 

includes European REACH and RoHS chemical requirements. 

We use own testing facilities, as well as third party laboratories 

to conduct tests on products periodically.  

You can't take any chances. As the industry leader in 

quality control, we take an aggressive approach to 

ensuring that our technology products can be sold 

and used with confidence.
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TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS ARE TAKING 

THE PROMOTIONAL MARKET BY STORM

 

People are fascinated by technology and

therefore tech products are becoming more

and more popular as a promotional gift.

The range of on-trend, handy gadgets,

within a competitive price range, is also

growing so now you don't have to spend a 

lot for something cool.

If your customers are in the market for

tech, there’s a wide range of products and

gadgets on the market and you’ll want to 

make sure they receive something truly 

desirable. With such a great choice now 

available to the promotional market, and 

items available for personalisation faster 

than ever before, your next event or 

promotion can be perfectly in tune with 

your customer interests.

Enjoy!
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LET IT SHINE!

100494
Vasa Copper vacuum 

insulated Bottle

108292
Morley Aluminum 

Bluetooth® Speaker

NEVER A DULL MOMENT
You may have noticed metal finishes becoming increasingly popular in promotional products over the last 

year, but now there’s something else to add to the mix. Stainless steel is competing with industrial copper and 

the new kid on the block: metallic. A warm metallic look is timeless whilst still looking chic. So for those daring 

enough to add shine to their promotion, there are some stylish opportunities to be found in technology.
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MILLENNIAL HEADPHONES
These exclusive design metal wireless headphones bring a contemporary look to your musical 

expression. The Millennial Metal Headphones allow you to stream music from your Bluetooth® enabled 

device (10 metres range) giving you the freedom of wireless music without compromise. The built-in 

microphone and controls on the headphones allow you to answer calls and control your music without 

taking your smartphone out of your pocket. Includes Micro USB Cable.

108322
Millennial Metal 

Bluetooth® Headphones

The built-in microphone and controls on the headphones 

allow you to answer calls and control your music without 

taking your smartphone out of your pocket.

AT THE PUSH OF A BUTTON
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134245
Pep Aluminium Powerbank 4000MAH

123492
Volt Aluminium Powerbank 
2200MAH

108326
Mega Microphone Bluetooth® 
Speaker
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108330
Green Thumb Flower Pot 
Bluetooth® Speaker

108264
Greedo Bluetooth® speaker

108292
Morley Bluetooth® Speaker

108312
Fabric Woven Bluetooth® Speaker

TURN ON THE MUSIC!
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38659990
Lucina LED Beanie

39335
Signal Reflective Jacket

1PA01400
Smartwatch

100420
Rhythm Bluetooth™ 
Audio Flask
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Sleek heather grey material with grey/silver accents. Signature Zoom® lining and 

cord socket. Main compartment has a pocket for a laptop up to a 15.6" in size. 

Mesh pocket and two additional pockets for a power bank or phone. Padded 

back and shoulder straps with trolley sleeve. Zoom® branding and accents.

ZIP COMPUTER BACKPACK

New tech developments related to lifestyle trends and fashion are always in demand. Designers innovate 

their products thanks to the possibilities offered by technology. Whether it’s in fashion or consumer goods, 

they are always on the lookout for a new, unique combination. Now you can take advantage of the integrated 

technology functions offered by our textiles, bags and drinkware and  combine the best of both worlds.

120337
Zoom Zip 
15” Computer Backpack

TECHNOLOGY & MORE
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100490 
Ace Bluetooth® Audio Sports Bottle

100420 
Rhythm Bluetooth™ Audio Flask

107045 
OTG USB Flash Memory Stylus 
Ballpoint Pen

1PA01400 
Smartwatch SWB225
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Men 39335 - Ladies 39336
Signal Reflective Packable Jacket

38660990
Elena 5 Panel LED Cap
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1PA20900 
Action Camera DV608

GET INTO ACTION
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1PA10800 
Activity Tracker AT800 
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DON’T LET THEM 
      GET TO YOU!

134280
RFID Blocker Card Pouch

134278
Push Privacy 
Camera Blocker
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PRIVACY MATTERS
With the growing number of data hacks, it’s not only business owners who should worry about privacy 

protect on. On a personal level we also have crucial data that needs guarding. Whilst protecting privacy is 

often common sense, the use of RFID blockers in wallets, pockets and even premiums will help protect your 

customers from ‘electronic pickpocketing’. 

134279
RFID Blocker 

Phone Case

PROTECTS THE DATA 
ON YOUR PHONE

134246
RFID Smartphone 

Card Wallet
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Main compartment with zip lock to keep your belongings safe from pickpockets. 

Interior of main compartment has a zipped pocket, organizing divider and 

padded laptop sleeve. Two quick access zipped pockets on the front. Elastic side 

pocket on the left side, zipped pocket and USB port on the right side. Tarpaulin 

bottom, custom printed lining and tonal Zoom branding. Secret pocket on the 

back and padded mesh back panel for optimal comfort.

COVERT SECURITY 15” COMPUTER BACKPACK

120375
Zoom Covert Security 

15” Computer Backpack
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134280 
RFID Blocker Card Pouch

134226
RFID Credit Card Protector

134247
Camera Blockers in Case

WHAT IS RFID BLOCKING 
TECHNOLOGY?
RFID-blocking wallets and pockets 
are designed to help protect you 
from this new brand of electronic 
pickpocketing. These items are 
typically made from a material that 
interferes with radio waves, making a 
cards RFID chip difficult to read.

WHAT IS RFID?
Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) 
is the use of radio waves to read and 
capture information stored on a tag 
attached to an object. The RFID tag 
provides a unique identifier for the 
object and like a bar code or magnetic 
strip, must be scanned to get the 
information. 
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GADGETS FOR FUN

134273
Silicone 
Keyboard 
Brush

118114
The Cinema 

Light Box 
Key Light

134283
Ring and 
Phone Holder
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ON TREND GADGETS
Keeping pace with technology upgrades can be a strain on the wallet, but fortunately there are many

gadgets which will make your gift budget go further. Gifts like Bluetooth speakers, VR glasses and 

Camera Lenses always have a high perceived value, so you can still make an impact with the people 

you're thanking (or trying to impress).

108318
Best Friend Earbuds

The Best Friend Earbuds combine quality earbuds with a fun stand. While you are not using the earbuds 

simply place them back for your best friend to hold. The design makes this a great item for any desktop. 

Standard 3.5mm audio jack.

BEST FRIEND EARBUDS
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126131 
Get Fit
Pedometer Smart Watch

100410 
Gofax smartphone touch screen 
arm strap
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134230
Wide Angle and Macro Lens 
with Clip

134228 
Foldable Silicone Virtual Reality 
Glasses

108319
Clip Mini Bluetooth® Speaker
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123730 
Cosmic 8,000 mAh 
Solar Power Bank 
with Dual Panels

108282 
Boulder 
Waterproof Outdoor 
Bluetooth® Speaker
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TAKE IT OUTDOORS
When considering technology we have a tendency to only think indoors. But with a growing number of 

active outdoor lovers and the trend of spending more time outside of our four walls, many new outdoor 

technology gadgets have become available. No matter what outdoor activities you have planned, our unique 

fun gadgets and easy to use accessories will make everybody’s life easier and therefore more enjoyable.

The integrated heat barrier and Cold Block™ base 

will help to retain ice for up to 2 days!

DEEP FREEZE® 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE INSULATION

120303
Titan Deep Freeze® 

Speaker Cooler
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108310
Splash Shower & Outdoor 
Bluetooth® speaker

TAKE
YOUR 
MUSIC

OUTSIDE

108217
Naboo Bluetooth® 
and NFC Speaker

108296
Cube Outdoor Bluetooth® Speaker

134267
Spin-It Widget Bluetooth® Speaker
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123681
Mini Drone

ON
TOP 

OF 
THE 

WORLD

123719
360° Wi-Fi Action Camera

123689
Home 720P Wi-Fi Camera
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NO STRINGS
     ATTACHED...

THE ULTIMATE FREEDOM: TRUE WIRELESS
Just when you thought you knew it all about Bluetooth, a new 

technology has arrived in town. Say hello to “True wireless”, the ultimate 

freedom of the future. Whether you’re dressed to impress, sweating it out 

in the gym or driving, true wireless delivers personal sound you control 

and charging options simply by touch.

108324 
Ifidelity True Wireless 
Earbuds and Speaker
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TIZ QI WIRELESS CHARGING PAD
The Qi Wireless Charging Pad allows you to charge your smartphone without cables. Supports

wireless charging up to 1 amperes for devices including (but not limited to ): iPhone 8/8Plus/X 

*Samsung Galaxy Note5/S6/S6 Edge/S6 Edge+/S7/S7 Edge/S8/S8+ * Google Nexus 5/6/7 * HTC 

Droid DNA, 8X * LG G3/G4, Lucid 2/3 * Nokia Lumia 920/930 *. Charging an iPhone model with 

wireless technology older than the iPhone 8 , an external Qi-standard wireless charging receiver or 

receiver case is required. This item has Qi certification.

123940
Tiz Qi Wireless 
Charging Pad
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108324 
Ifidelity True Wireless 
Earbuds and Speaker

1PC05701
Wireless Charger

108297 
Cadence Foldable 
Bluetooth® Headphones  
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123415
Menlo Wireless Mouse

WHO NEEDS CABLES?

108314
Metal True Wireless Earbuds with 
Powerbank Case

108320
Aaryn True Wireless Earbuds
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123723 
Posh 

3-in-1 Charging Cable

1PC053 
BH SNAIL 

Universal Bluetooth® 
Headset

123728 
Tower Desktop 

AC Adapter

STAY CONNECTED...
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FOYAGER COMPUTER BACKPACK
A 15" TSA computer backpack which will improve your speed through security with a padded computer 

compartment which unfolds to lie flat on the X-ray belt. The large zipped main compartment provides 

ample room for a tablet and all of your tech accessories along with a built-in USB port and cable to 

enable you to charge your devices on the go. The front of the bag features a deluxe organisational panel 

and two side mesh water bottle pockets for additional storage. Also includes custom zip pulls, padded 

back panel for comfort, chest strap and trolley sleeve.

120305
Foyager TSA 15” 

Computer Backpack

BUILD-IN 
USB PORT
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123731 
Trio Digital AV Multiport 
Adapter

134276
Spin-It™ Widget with Charging Cable

134282
Spin-It™ Widget USB Hub
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134284
Route 3-1 Charging Cable with Key-Ring

WE NEED CABLES!

123938
Color Pop Charging Cable

134259
Triple 3-1 Charging Cable
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